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Third American in 2 Tonths Leaves soviet ‘Home’ 

MOSCOW, June 8 (UPI)}—A| (in Paris, the U.S. Embassy} The Embassy said Oswaldjhis wife and twin sons re- 

former U. S. Mar ne who fen Oswald had not been in|gave no reason for his desire|turned after becoming disillu-: 

here to live thr2e years ago contact -with it and was notito return to the United States,|sioned in one week with the 

‘saying he would never return|aboard a ship that left Le|but added that during his stay|Soviet Union. - 

‘to America is hor eward bound| Havre yesterday.) oo here he retained chis ciizen-| When Oswald arrived in 

ith his wife aad child, the| Oswald, formerly of Fort ship. . _|Moscow, he told newsmen [!13t 

U..§ Embassy sud today. Worth, Tex., came to. Moscow ‘Oswald is the third Ameri-|leavin& America was like 

_ Lee Harvey ‘Cswald, 23, Ms|in October, 1959, shortly after can in less, than two months getting out of prison, 

Russmmrwire-an i their infant|being discharged from. the| te in the Sovgt Union “] would not want to live in 

‘child. left Mosc ow about 10|Marine Corps.., Dab settle in the Sovi Union.|the United States and be 

‘days ago. Offic: als ‘said their- .He told: hewsmen at that Robert E. Wehstef of Zelie- either a worker exploited by 

%ravél plans wee not known, time that he planned to ac- rep 4 © gave up his|capitalists or a capitalist ¢x- 

put it was believed they would| quire Soviet citizenship « and| citizenship, left forthe United ploiting workers or become Une 

go by- train to Le. Havre,|that he would “never return States ags-an~immigra v Tost employed,” Oswald said. “T 

France, and take a ship from|to the United States ‘for any. month*David Johnson, a -Phil-|could - not be happy living” 

here? 8s Te reason”, sss, vera? x 
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adelphia railroad worker, and!under capitalism.” 
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